A family — two parents, an 18-year-old son, and a 16-year-old daughter — has a full weekend ahead. At the top of the ever-growing to-do list, the son is getting ready for senior prom and the daughter needs a chaperone for when she test drives her first car at the local dealership. There are also flights to book, ball games to buy tickets for, and prescriptions to fill. But what this family may not realise is that each task, even the simple arrangement of a tuxedo rental, is seamlessly supported by the dynamic efficiency of Rocket Software’s MultiValue (MV) products.

To-Do List

- Purchase a season pass online for fall football games – college starts this fall!
- Pick up new tux rental for Senior Prom
- Need more printer toner – don’t forget the coupon to the big box store!
- New desk for home office
- Test drive a safe car for the newest driver in the family!
- Check loan approval status on our banking app
- Pick up prescription
- Contact insurance company to put the new car on the policy
- Book airline tickets for family reunion this summer!

Join us in exploring how MV-powered applications facilitate the family’s successes, turning a potentially hectic weekend into an easy stretch of accomplishments. That’s because Rocket® MultiValue products solve complex IT challenges and improve customer experience in virtually all industries. All thanks to the MV solutions that simplify, without disruption.